DEJA Related Podcasts

Stuff You Missed in History Class
Episode: “The Shared Sign Language of Martha’s Vineyard”
  • Sign Language, Deaf/Hard of Hearing

Ologies
Episode: “Neuroendocrinology (Sex & Gender) with Daniel Pfau”
  • Sex & Gender

Do The Work
  • Race & Personal Relationships

NPR’s Code Switch
  • Race & Culture

99% Invisible
Episode 360, “The Universal Page”
  • Blindness & Braille

NPR’s Rough Translation
  • How issues we’re facing in the US play out similarly around the world

Truth Be Told
By Tonya Mosley
  • Surviving and thriving as a person of color in the US

Sooo Many White Guys
  • Comedian hosting conversations with successful people, who aren’t all white dudes

I Weigh with Jameela Jamil
  • Challenging society’s definition of worth through weight

Let’s Talk Native with John Kane
  • Indigenous history, culture, and politics
This Land from Crooked Media
  • True crime with an Indigenous geopolitical twist

Missing & Murdered
Season 2, Finding Cleo
  • Missing & Murdered Indigenous women

Intersectionality Matters!
The African American Policy Forum
  • Intersectionality and critical race theory

Floodlines from the Atlantic
  • Environmental racism

NPR’s Throughline
  • Debunking & contextualizing revisionist history

NPR’s Louder Than A Riot
  • Music history & racism

Still Processing from NYT
  • Pop culture through an intersectional lens

AfroQueer
  • Queer Africans on the African continent and in the Diaspora

Making Gay History
  • Queer history

Scene on Radio
Season 2, Seeing White
  • Exploring race relations